Ribozymes correctly cleave a model substrate and endogenous RNA in vivo.
The alpha-sarcin domain of 28 S RNA in Xenopus oocytes is attacked by several catalytic toxins (e.g. alpha-sarcin and ricin) that abolish protein synthesis. We synthesized 6 ribozymes targeted to the alpha-sarcin domain and to an oligoribonucleotide (34-mer) that mimics this domain. Sarcin ribozyme 5 (SR5) efficiently cleaved after the CUC site in the synthetic 34-mer in vitro at 50 degrees C. SR5 also cut the same site when both substrate and ribozyme were coinjected or injected separately into oocytes at 18 degrees C. Correct cleavage in vivo was shown by isolating and sequencing the large cleavage fragment. The cleavage reaction appeared to function equally well in the oocyte nucleus and cytoplasm. SR5 also correctly cleaved endogenous 28 S RNA in oocytes, although cutting was much less efficient than with alpha-sarcin. We therefore demonstrated that a ribozyme specifically cuts both a model substrate and a cellular RNA in vivo. Earlier work showed that certain injected deoxyoligonucleotides complementary to the alpha-sarcin region abolish protein synthesis. Oocyte protein synthesis was also abolished by an SR5 containing a single G----U substitution that inactivates RNA catalysis, indicating that SR5's translational suppression was perhaps due to antisense function rather than ribozyme cleavage.